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Abstract: Flood is an inevitable natural disaster in India or across the            

world and also causes severe damages to the human, animal and soil. It             

is absurd to expect to control the flood, however by utilising this            

Innovation can decrease the effects of flood and its impact on human            

and creature life. Consequently this rescue device utilising raspberry pi          

and ultrasonic sensors come in a picture. This innovation will help us in             

the period of rain storm or monsoon. This Framework is executed in the             

stream so that ultrasonic will ready to sense the water level and flow of              

water at anytime. Then it will send message to the control room about             

the water level and the flow of water and control room + room consists              

of mobile number mobile numbers of river sided people become alert           

and quickly they will shift away from basein of the river ultimately the             

life of human being as well as animal will be saved from the danger of               

the flood. 

 
1.Introduction: 
Flood happens when water floods from the waterway, lake or from           

overwhelming precipitation and it can occur whenever of the year. Flooding           

can be exceptionally risky, when floods occur in a zone that individuals live,             

the water conveyance along articles like houses autos furniture and even           

individuals, invite of a property, trees and a lot increasingly overwhelming           

things. For this reason, the “ Rescue Device Using Raspberry Pi ” system is              
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been developed, To help the riverside people to avoid this problem, the            

system will function when the admin activate the system and the system            

continuously send message towards the control room about the level of water            

and the flow of water when the chances of flood occurrence. At the point              

where the flood happen, the ultrasonic sensor will send message to the            

Raspberry Pi and the sense water level will be slow will be shown in the user                

interface. and it will consequently send a message to those perceived           

inhabitants and it will proceed with update until the water level identified            

comes back to ordinary, the procedure rehashes as the water level persistent            

to rise. The possibility of SMS based on cautioning Framework was proposed            

on the grounds that cell phones have turned into a well known specialised             

gadget among individuals everywhere throughout the world. all cell phones          

can in part in light of the fact that involves a Wi-Fi module or GPS. This                

Framework used to distinguish the flow water dimension of flood in the river             

and will give constant data to the riversided people that has still not going              

through the over flowed reason to maintain the strategic distance from issues. 

 

2.Objective of the study: 
The fundamental target of this venture is to create and structure a flood 
identification framework that will recognize flood naturally and send 
information to the Local Government Unit and to occupants utilizing an 
Arduino.  
 
Explicit Objectives  

● To plan a circuit and make a programming code utilizing the raspberry            

pi. 

● To apply the Serial Communication in transmitting the information         

starting with one spot then onto the next spot. 

● To recognize the present dimension of the flood where the framework           

sensor will be isolated into four dimensions. To caution inhabitants          

about the rising water level. 

 



 
 

3.Scope of the study: 
This investigation is directed to take care of the issues caused by floods. The              

technology will contain the accompanying highlights: It has ultrasonic sensor          

to detect the separation of water levels of flood in the waterway or lake. The               

framework has a camera that will show the constant picture of the flood that              

can be seen by means of livestream. It incorporates Serial Communication to            

send cautioning instant message with the substance of date, time, water level            

and speed of water, location. The framework has three (3) modules that are             

Users, Logs, and Contact Numbers. It tends to be changed by the            

administrator. The situation of the sensor must be set opposite to the rising             

water; generally, there will be a blemished impression of ultrasonic waves and            

thus cause estimation mistakes. The sensor is recommended to be put on a             

post with a position of around 2 to 2.4 meters. The flood sensors and              

microcontrollers will be controlled by a Power supply with 5 volt to assist non              

stop task of water flood tallness location and system information transmission. 

 
4.Literature Review: 
In the previous technology, Arduino Uno was implemented by using ultrasonic           

sensor to measure water level. 

In the present technology, we are implementing Raspberry Pi for          

multiprogramming purpose along with camera for capturing the images, and,          

Wi-Fi module for wireless communication. 

We are here using the above feature along with rain sensor to measure the              

rainfall, we have also included a flow metre to measure water flow rate to              

calculate volume of flow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 
5.Methodology for the project through flowchart:    

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                Fig : Flowchart of working of the  Rescue Device 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

6.Block Diagram: 
 
 

 

  
                                     Fig: Block diagram of Flood Alert System. 

 
 
7.Components: 

    Raspberry pi 3b module: 
● It is a mini computer with Raspbian OS. 

● It can run multiple programs at a time. that can be used for many tasks               

that your computer does, like games, word processing, spreadsheets         

and also to play HD video. 

● Raspberry Pi can be easily connected to the internet using Ethernet port            

and USB Wi-Fi dongles . 

● Raspberry pi did not have storage on board,It provides an SD card            

support. 

 



 
 

● Raspberry Pi has 4 USB ports to connect different devices. 

● The recommended programming language is Python but C, C++, Ruby,          

Python are pre-installed. 
 

          Ultrasonic Sensor: 
● Ultrasonic sensors measure distance by using ultrasonic waves. 

● Ultrasonic ranging module HC-Sr04 provides 2cm-400cm non-contact       

measurement function, the ranging accuracy can reach 3mm.  

● The module includes ultrasonic transmitters, receiver and control circuit.  

● It can also used to measure humidity, temperature and water level. 
 
           Camera: 

● We are using raspberry pi 3 CSI camera Rev 1.3 model with cable. 

● It attaches to raspberry pi by way of one of small socket on the board               

upper surface. 

● It's weight just 3g and 5 megapixel and picture resolution is 2592*1994. 

 
           Flow meter: 

● It is type of water flow meter YF-S201 that measures the velocity of a fluid to                

calculate volume flow. 

● Water flow meter can also measures in hot water, cold water, clean water,             

dirty water and slurries. 

  
          Rain Sensor: 

● Rain sensor LM-393 is a switching device activated by rainfall. 

● Rain sensor are used in the detection of water beyond when humidity            

sensor can detect. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

           DHT11:  
● DHT11 is a Humidity and Temperature Sensor, which generates         

calibrated digital output. 

● DHT11 can be interface with any microcontroller like Arduino,         

Raspberry Pi, etc. and get instantaneous results.  

● DHT11 is a low cost humidity and temperature sensor which provides           

high reliability and long term stability. 

 
           GPS NEO 6M :  

● Global positioning system (GPS) is satellite based navigation system. It          

works in any weather conditions. 

● The GPS unit can calculate other information such as speed, Bearing,           

Track, Trip distance, distance to distance. 

● This module has an external antenna and built in EEPROM , interface            

RS232 TTL, power supply 3-5 V, default  baudrate 9600. 
 
           Buzzer: 

● A buzzer or beeper is an audio signalling device.   

● which may  be mechanical, electromechanical, or piezoelectric. 

● Typically uses of buzzers and beepers include alarm device, times, and         

confirmation of user input such as a mouse click or keystroke. 

 

           LCD: 
● Liquid crystal display (LCD 4*16 digit display) used to display all           

information like distance, temperature, humidity, Pressure etc. 
 
           LED: 

● A light-emitting diode (LED) is a semiconductor light source that emits 

light when current flows through it. 

● We are three kind of leds like white led for lower level, green led for 

medium level,red led high level. 
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Expected output: 
This flood alert system is basically useful to get idea about flood in forecast, to               

do the sensing of the incoming water level for detection of flood is done by               

implementing ultrasonic sensors which are the low level,medium level and          

high level sensors. water level is measured in cm. There are main two             

different platforms in disseminating information to the concern stakeholders for          

a possible flood event. One would be the real-time monitoring through a            

web-based system that can be access through the Internet. Another one is the             

mail notification system wherein an automatic communication between the         

system and the local communities and other concern agencies in the province            

of river sided people. The web-based monitoring system was written in PHP            

programming language and used MySQL as back-end to store information          

uploaded by the SMS notification system. The web-based monitoring system          

also contains the different information for monitoring flood such as level of  

water, alert level, flood warning status, affected areas and update logs. Also            

the web application automatically updated when new information was         

uploaded. Also, the developed SMS application allows concern individuals to          

inquire about the current status of a possible flood event. By sending a             

message containing the keywords “Flood Status”, the system will send a reply            

message that contains the alert level, flood warning status and areas affected            

by flood. By this feature it allows the system to perform two-way            

communication between the system and the community in general. 

 

8.Summary: 
The destinations have been figured as the working premise on consummation 

of the examination. The general goal of the analysts was achieved which the 

created framework is entitled "rescue device using  RP" which will 

continuously assist workers by avoiding stalling out on route. It will help the 

workers by saving cash, time, and exertion. The Flood Detection System using 

 



 
 

Arduino was created to be one of the quickest strategies to check and screen 

the flood. 

 
9.Conclusion: 
The application of flood control management system which is based on           

Internet of things technology provides comprehensive monitoring and pays         

more attention to the management of urban drainage and flooding prevention.           

It also provides operational services,conducts the monitoring and realizes the          

comprehensive supervision management, early warning management, and       

investigation management, which has not only improved the flood control          

decision making and drainage, but the city’s flood control capacity is           

significantly improved.It will contribute to the security of society and          

harmonious development and construction. 
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